
SPECIFIC ION (pION)
Electro-Chemical Devices, Inc., offers its proven standard sensor configuration as functioning receptacles for seven
(based on high usage) selected specific ion (pION) electrodes.

BROMIDE 2005062
CALCIUM 2005043
CHLORIDE 2005008
CYANIDE 2005042
FLUORIDE 2005063
POTASSIUM 2005034
SODIUM 2005031
SULFIDE 2005022
AMMONIA 2005096
AMMONIUM 2005083

S10 immersion or the S17 valve retractable sensors come in a variety of materials to further enhance resistance of aggressive,
corrosive aqueous media.  The S10 and S17 style sensors can be ordered in varying lengths to meet installation requirements.

The ECD  pION Sensor:
A proven design that has been tested in a variety of industrial applications where competing pION sensors did not provide
the necessary accuracy or product life based on customer expectations.  To eliminate the need for special ionic strength
additives (TSAB) ECD recommends that the customer list the constituent chemicals in the aqueous process to insure that
masking of the selected ion is avoided.   This then becomes a very cost-effective approach in detecting the ionic mobility
of the selected ion.   Large disposable sensors are expensive - ECD’s approach is to limit the disposable element to a small,
lower cost electrode that can be electro-chemically modified to better suit the customer’s application.  The customer  need
only replace the lower cost (spent)  pION cartridge and not the entire sensor.  Spares are also more  cost effective as the
pION  cartridge is modular and can be stored (on the shelf) at a lower cost.

ELECTRODE:
The ECD pION cartridge is superior to all others in that each time the pION electrode reaches the end of its life,  the
customer is requested to return it to ECD for a complete investigation as to the failure mechanism leading to the electrode’s
demise.  Armed with this new electro-chemical knowledge,  ECD is able to infuse new design technology into the very next
electrode thereby providing the customer with an immediate “ next generation”  pION electrode.  The pION electrode’s body
can be manufactured from a variety of materials such as PEEK,  RADEL, or POLYPROPYLENE  to  contend  and ultimately
resist aggressive chemical corrosive activity.



TRANSMITTERS:
The two styles of sensors the S10 and the S17 function with the System C22 Controller, the T23 transmitter NEMA 4X and the
T28 transmitter NEMA 7C.  The T28 transmitter is FM approved explosion proof and intrinsically safe for operation in Class
I, II, and III Divisions 1, Groups A through G.
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OPERATION:
The ECD pION  electrode operates over a wide pH range with a capability to handle temperatures from O0 C to  80 o C.   In
addition,  the electrode can survive in pressure up to 100psi @ 25 o C.   The pION’s shelf  life will vary with the selected
ion.  In general, one year can be expected if  kept hydrated.  The electrode’s operational life can be expected to  exceed
what you are now using by 6 – 8  weeks providing a much lower life cycle cost.  They are position insensitive lending itself
to a myriad of installation  possibilities.  Please contact ECD for additional usage parameters.

FEATURES:
ECD’s pION electrode & sensor have a low physical profile (3/4” dia) which allows for greater ease of insertion into
potentially high flow rate/pressure pipelines.   Selectable sensor housing lengths allow for reaching deep aeration basins or
vats.  The ECD pION electrode (cartridge) is replaceable (as a component of the sensor) at a much lower life cycle cost than
that of the competition.  The ECD sensor has a preamp (signal conditioner) integral to the sensor, which provides a cleaner
signal for transmission over longer cable lengths.  Attempting to measure pION  without ion mobility will not  yield  accept-
able detection or accuracy, reasonable flow is the key ingredient.

APPLICATIONS:
The most popular application for pION sensors are WWTP,  agriculture, etching, semiconductor, pickling, boiler feed water,
mining,  pharmaceuticals, detergent manufacturers and  municipal aquariums, et al.

SENSOR MODELS: Immersion / Insertion style MVS10-T23-CBL-EG-75
Valve Retractable Style MVS17-T23-CBL-EG-VSS
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